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The Interdisciplinaly Research Centre in Materials for High Pe$ormance Applications, The University of 
Birmingham, Elms Road, Edgabaston, B15 2T2; United Kingdom 

ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this paper is to show the results of some work at the IRC in Materials for High 
Performance Applications at the University of Birmingham into the effect of processing and process 
parameters on the microstructure, macrostructure and chemistry of 100 mm diameter single plasma-melted 
ingots of a gamma-based titanium aluminide (Ti-48at%Al-2at%Mn-2at%Nb). The microstructure of the aq- 
melted bars is almost completely lamellar and consists of a chill layer of fine prior alpha grains at the 
surface and larger columnar grains growing into the centre of the bar. These microstructural features show 
little variation with processing conditions. The orientations of the alpha grains have been used to 
determine the effect of plasma brch current and ingot withdrawal rate on melt pool shape under a variety of 
operating conditions and it has been established that, at typical operating conditions, the ingot withdrawal 
rate has a more significant effect on melt pool depth than the plasma torch current, especially at faster 
withdrawal rates. Chemical analyses has shown that there is negligible net loss of any of the major 
alloying elements, although the degree of as-cast chemical homogeneity needs to be increased in the light 
of the extreme microstructural sensitivity. Further investigation has shown that one major cause of 
inhomogeneity is macrosegregation indued by short-term variations in melt pool shape. m he-implications 
of these results for the processing of titanium aluminides are then discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Interdisciplinary Research Centre in Materials for High Performance Applications (IRC in Materials) was 

established in 1989 at the LJniversities of Birmingham and Swansea; one of the main aims being the development of new 
materials for high performance applications through the parallel development of novel processing techniques. As part of the 
portfolio of programmes, a systematic study is being made of the primary processing and resultant structures and properties of 
the family of intermetallics based on tit'mium and aluminium, principally gamma-based tikznium aluminides (TiAl and its 
derivatives). 

The intermetallics primary processing programme at the IRC in Materials falls into three categories: 
o plasma arc cold-hearth melting, to produce clean melted ingots 
o gas atomisation, using remelted clean-melted feedstock, to produce clean powder 
o spray forming, again using clean-melted feedstock, to form sheet and ring prducts. 
The main emphasis to date has been on ingot melting, but small quantities of powder and spray formed preforms have been 
produced and evaluated (1-3). 

Plasma arc melting is a cold-hearth refining process and as such the metal is melted into a water-cooled copper 
hearth to form a solid 'skull', which then acts as a seconauy hearth of the same composition as the parent metal. This 
prevents the pick up of melt-related inclusions by excluding harmful refractories from the melting process and allows time for 
existing inclusions to either sink into the skull or dissolve into the melt before flowing into a water-cooled copper crucible to 
solidify and for this reason, these processes are also known as 'clean melting' processes. Cold-hearth melting is seen as an 
alternative to other melting techniques such as vacuum arc remelting (VAR) and electroslag refining (ESR) for reactive metals 
where metal cleanness is regarded as k ing of great importance (4.5). Two types of heat source are suitable for this type of 
melting; electron beam and plasma-arc heating. The different characteristics of the two heat sources mean that they have 
slightly different applications. In particular, the high vacuum 'and consequent loss of volatile elements, such as aluminium, in 
electron beam melting me'm that plasma arc melting is the more suitable for the production of tiklnium aluminides. 

Results of detailed microstructural excamination of Ti-48at%Al-2atWNb-2at%Mn ingots produced at the IRC in Materials 
during the period February - Novemher 1991 have been reported elsewhere (h,7). Forging of this early material and Ti- 
48at%A1 has also been investigated within the IRC by Zhang et a1 (8) and the heat treatment of forged billets has been 
reported by Zhang et al (9). 
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The aim during the second ingot programme ( September 1992 -June 1993 ) has k e n  to obtain a more detailed understanding 
of the effects of process variables on the ingot melt p o l  shape and ingot quality. The processing parameters investigated 
include crucible torch power, ingot withdrawal rate, dither (the ability to reciprocate the ingot within the crucible during 
caqting) and electromagnetic stirring. Understanding the relationships between processing and ingot quality is of great 
imprtance for a number of reasons. Firstly, it enables us to know what aspects of the process are most critical in 
determining the microstructures, macrostructures and chemistries of the as-melted ingots; knowledge which is essential in 
order to establish processing windows and in the overall control of the process. Secondly, it reveals the extent of the 
variations in microstructure that can be achieved through controlled variations in the processing conditions. Thirdly, it 
provides valuable information for the validation of mathematical thermal models of the process. The aspects of bar quality 
that will be considered in this paper are the micmstructural features present, the macrostructural distributions and orientations 
of those features and the chemical composition and homogeneity of single melted Ti-48at%Al-ht%Mn-2at%Nb (hereafter 
referred to as Ti-48-2-2). The processing parameters considered in this paper are the rate at which the material is cast into and 
withdrawn from the crucible, and the current drawn by the crucible torch, i.e. the torch used to hot top the ingot in the 
crucible. 

PLASMA MELTING FURNACE 
The furnace, a schematic of which is shown in Fig.1, is capable of producing ingots of lOOmm and 150mm diameter, 

and up to 1.4m in length. It is powered by two lSOkW servo-hydraulic, computer-contmlled transfer arc plasma torches which 
use helium as the plasma gas. One torch melt.. feedstock into a water-cooled copper hearth to form the skull. Liquid metal then 
Bows through a pouring notch from the hearth into a water-cooled copper crucible with a retractable base to form a continuous 
ingot. A computerised data acquisition system is used to monitor and record operating conditions such as torch power, water 
temperature, gas pressure, as well as the furnace exhaust gases. Before melting commences, the furnace is evacuated to a 
pressure of <40p bar. Provided the leak up rate is < 3p barlmin, the funlace is then back tilled with argon to a pressure of 1.1 
bar, which is maintained throughout the melting process. 

Plasma Torches 

w Water cooled crucible 

\ 
Withdrawal ram 

Fig 1. Schematic diagram showing plasma cold-hearth melting facility. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Several 1.4 m by 100 mm diameter bars of Ti-48-2-2 were produced by single melting elemental compacted feedstock 

supplied by IMI Titanium Ltd. A number of different crucible torch powers and withdrawal rates were used which, taken 
together, cover the complete range of normal operating conditions for these two parameters. The exact conditions used in each 
section were established from the detailed data acquisition records of the runs and longitudinal sections cut at selected points. 
Longitudinal metallographic sections of the bars were taken along the diameter which was parallel to the long axis of the 
hearth, i.e. in the plane of the diagram shown in Fig 1. These were then ground and lapped before being macroetched to reveal 
the prior alpha grain structure. Chemical analysis results have been obtained by glow discharge analysis, based on standards 
previously analysed by IMI Titanium Ltd., and each analysis result represents the mean of three results from the point of 
interest each of which wa$ taken over a 4 mm diameter area. 



Fig 4. Optical micrograph showing transverse ma~rostructure of plaqrna melted Ti-48A1-2Mn-2Nb cast at a withdrawal rate of 
12.7 mmlmin and at a torch power of 400A. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
MICROSTRUCTURAL FEATURES 

The microstructures of the ay-cast ingots show two distinct regions. The edge of the bar is characterised by achill 
layer up to 2 mm thick consisting of randomly orientated, equiaued, prior alpha gains each of which contain alpha-2 plus 
gamma Iamellae, as shown in Fig 2. This region of the bar contains occasional shrinkage pores up to 1 mm in diameter. In 
addition to these pores, some small areas have been observed and initial investigations indicate these are aqsociated with areas 
of manganese segregation. The origin and nature of these area? are the subject of further investigation at the time of 
publication. The bulk of the section of the bar is characterised by fully lamellar prior alpha columnar grains with widths of 
around 0.4 to 0.6 mm, as shown in Fig 3. These are highly orientated and grow upwards and into the centre of the bar, counter 
to the direction of maximum heat extraction. A region of indistinct microstructure forms at many of the prior alpha grain 
boundaries. The bulk of the as-cast bar is also characterised by heavy coring of the prior alpha dendrites. A typical longitudinal 
macrostructure of the &%-cast ingot is shown in Fig 4. These basic microstructural features are common to aU the conditions 
used for this paper. 

MELT POOL DEPTHS 
The macrostructures of the transverse sections have been used to determine the melt pool depths. This has been done 

by measuring the orientation of the columnar, prior alpha grains at each point across a longitudinal section and then 
constructing a curve mathematically which lies perpendicular to the alpha grains across the width of the ingot. This approach 
was felt to be the most accurate method of establishing melt pnnl shape since the characteristic 'tide marks' which are often 
used to locate melt p l s  in other continuously caqt materials are quite faint in all the Ti-48-2-2 sections. It should be noted 
that where the tide mark could be seen there was very close agreement between them and the constructed curves. In the 
sections examined there are often small differences hetween the shape of the melt p l  in the portion of the bar closest to the 
hearth (hereafter referred to as the front of the bar) as compared with that in the portion furthest from the hearth (i.e. the back of 
the bar). To eliminate the effect of these differen~xs to obtain a 'mean' pool shape for each condition the orientations of the 
alpha grains at equivalent points on opposite sides of the bar were averaged and the melt pool shape constructed from the 
resulting orientations. A typical melt pnnl constructed in this way is shown in Fig 5 and the variation in the depth of the melt 
pool is shown for two torch currents and two withdrawal rates in Fig 6. 
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Fig 5. Typical inferred mclt pool in a 100mm dialnctcr 
ingot, taken from a section me.tcd at a torch current Of 550 Fig 6. Graph of thc cl'l'cct of variations in withdrawal rate on 

A and at a withdrawal rate of 27" pcr hour. mclt pool dcpth Ibr two different torch currents (550 and 275 
A). 

Fig 6 shows that at the fastcr withdri~wal ratc thc cl'l'cct of plasma torch current on mclt pool dcpth is quite small 
when comparcd with thc cffcct ofchangcs in thc withdrawal ratc. At slower withdrawal ratcs, however, thc sensitivity of melt 
pool depth to torch currcnt is incrcascd, possibly bccausc of thc dccrcascd contribution to thc hcat input from the fresh metal 
entering thc crucible from thc hcarth when comparcd to thc Sastcr withdrawi~l rate. 

CHEMICAL HOMOGENEITY 
Gamma-based titanium aluminidcs arc cxtrc~ncly scnsitivc to chclnical composition with regard to the response of the 

microstructure to subsequent hcat trcatmcnt. Thcrchrc a high dcgrcc of compositional control is csscntial. Fig 7 shows all the 
aluminium, manganese and niobium analysis results o i  thc singlc nlcltcd Ti-48A1-2-Nb-2Mn bars produced in the plasma 
mclting facility from clemcn~al compacts during thc currcnt round of mclling, takcn from a numbcr of locations along each bar 
and from several points at cach location. It should be cmphasiscd that thcsc results wcrc gencratcd from a very wide range of 
processing conditions and thcrcforc the distributions shown arc a 'worst casc' with rcspcct to maintaining constant operating 
conditions. The purposc of thc graphs is to show that in cach casc thcre is a ncgligiblc diffcrcnce bctwecn the mean analyscd 
compositions and thc bicnd compositions, which scrvcs to illus~ratc that ~nclting undcr a slight positive pressure of argon 
reduces prcfercntial evaporation ol'volatilc clc~ncnu such as Al and Mn to vcry low Icvcls. Thc sprcad of Al contents shown in 
the figure is apprcciablc, givcn thc grcat sensitivity of alu~ninidc microstructures to chemical composition but, clcarly since 
thcrc is no net loss o l  any of thc alloying clcmcnts, any dcviations in composition from the blend composition must be 
associated with segregation of somc sort. To in\,cstigatc this furthcr longitudinal scctions were taken through a 200 mm 
section of an ingot at a point whcrc thc casting was irltcrruy~ctl for a pcrioci of approximately 8 minutes. Chemical analysis 
was perfonned at 10 mm intervals down thc ccnuc linc ol  thc bar and 20 tnm from the front surface of the bar and 
measurements of the alpha grain oricnbtion wcrc takcn ovcr thc wholc arca ol' the scction. Mclt pool shapes were calculated at 
rcgular intervals and thcsc werc comparcd with thc analysis rcsults in ordcr Lo cxaminc thc cl'fect of changes in the melt p o l  
shape on solute segregation. 

Fig 8 shows the variation in Al contcnt a1 ccnual and mid radial points along thc scction of the bar and thc variadon 
in mclt pool dcpth. mcasurcd by taking thc dcpth 5 mm from the cdgc o C  thc bar as a datum, plottcd as a function of the 
position of the centrc of thc mclt pool. Notc that in ordcr to comparc thc dcviations of thc ccntral and mid radial analyses at the 
same momcnt in timc thc mid radial analyscs points have hccn plottcd as a function of the position of centre of the melt pool 
on which they lic, i.e. analyses which lie on thc salnc isotherm arc plottcd with thc samc position value. Note also that each 
analysis result corresponds to thc rcsults iakcn I'rom a singlc 4 mm diamctcr arca. Figure 8 shows that the p'ause in the casting 
ratc lcads to a reduction in the mclt pool dcpth and that this is accotnpanicci by considcrablc solutc segregation, with a rise in 
Al content of around 1 wtB at the mid radial point at thc cxpcnsc of a similar fall in Al contcnt in the centre. The degree of 
segregation in this region is comparable to thc sprcad ofanalyscs obscrvcd in Fig 7: this sprcad may wcll bc due to segregation 
duc to varying mclt-pool dcpth, espccially givcn thc widc range of conditions rcprescntcd by thosc analyscs. The same pattern 
of scgregation is rcpcatcd with Mn and Nb. Howcvcr, it should also bc notcd that thc spread in A1 contcnt.. at other points on 
the scction slightly away from thc changc in mclt pool shapc is approxi~natcly 0.6w~%. Furthcr work is underway to 
investigate this phcnomcnon in morc dctail, but this would sccln to hc a casc of straightlorward dendritic or 'inverse' 
segregation. This form of scgrcgation occurs in castings as thc dcndritcs grow and rcjcct solutc rich liquid, which is then drawn 
down to thc roots of thc dcntfr~tc mesh by thc shrinkage of thc dcnciritcs duc to solidification. This lcads to the formation of a 
solute-rich arca towards thc coolcr arcas o f  thc ingot anti a Ti-rich arca in thc ccnuc. Thc stccp tc~npcraturc gradients and slow 
cooling rates in thc cruciblc providc idcal condidons Ibr [his kind of scgrcgation Lo occur and, although during smooth 



operation an equilibrium state is quickly reached and maintainel 
disturb this equilibrium and lead to segregation. 
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Fig 7. Cfiaphs showing distributions of Al, Nh and Mn 
concentrations in single plasma melted TI-48A1-2Nb-2Mn 
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is quite plausible that a change of the melt pool shape could 
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Fig 8. Ciaph showing A1 compositions at central and mid- 
radial points and melt pool depth as a function of position 
along a single melted bar. 

IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS 
The spread of compositions shown in Fig 7 and 

the occumnce of dendritic segregation as a result of a pause 
in the melting process illustrates the importance of 
maintaining constant melting conditions in order to 
maintain close compositional control. Further work is 
needed to investigate other causes of ingot compositional 
inhomogeneity, such as variations in feedstock 
compositional homogeneity and variations in melt pool 
shape in the hearth, and to establish the sensitivity of the 
segregation to changes in processing conditions. Once this 
is better understood, results such as those presented in Fig 
6 and other similar work will lead to the definition of 
processing windows and practices which will allow 
improved levels of control over the chemical homogeneity 
of the ca.t material. For example, it is hoped that this will 
provide information on such questions as whether changes 
in plasma torch power can be used to compensate for 
variations in withdrawal rate in order to minimise 
segregation in this way. 

Another important implication of the segregation 
shown in Fig 8 is that the degree of inhomogeneity that 
will be detected by chemical analysis will depend quite 
sensitively on the size of the area over which chemical 
analysis is taken. The central and mid radii1 analysis 
profiles are approximately 28 mm apart. Therefore, if 
analysis had been carried out over an area 40 mm in 
diameter on this section a smaller deviation would been 
detected and it is possible that little deviation from the 
mean composition would have k e n  detected at all. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The microstructure of the as-melted bars is almost completely lamellar and consists of a chill layer of fine prior alpha grains 
at the surface and larger columnar grains growing into the centre of the bar. These microstrucutrural features show little 
variation with processing conditions. 

2. At typical operating conditions, the ingot withdrawal rate has a more significant effect on melt pool depth than the plasma 
torch current, especially at faster withdrawal rates. 

3. Single plasma arc melting at a pressure a little above atmospheric pressure leads to negligible net loss of any of the major 
alloying elements. 

4. One major cause of chemical inhomogeneity in the as-cast ingots is dendritic segregation induced by short-term variations in 
melt p o l  shape. 
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